
Exam Paper 1: Living with the Physical Environment 
(35%)

Section A: The Challenge of Natural Hazards
□ Natural Hazards and Tectonic Theory
□ Tectonic Hazards  (Chile/Nepal Case Study)
□ Weather Hazards (Typhoon Haiyan)
□ Climate Change

Section B: The Living World
□ Ecosystems
□ Tropical Rainforests
□ Hot deserts (not cold environments)

Section C: Physical Landscapes in the UK
□ UK Physical Landscapes
□ Coastal Landscapes
□ River Landscapes (Not Glacial Landscapes)

Exam Paper 2: Challenges in the Human Environment 
(35%)

Section A: Urban Issues and Challenges
□ Urbanisation and Rio Case Study
□ Leeds Case Study and Sustainable Development

Section B: The Changing Economic World
□ Reducing the Development Gap
□ Nigeria Case Study
□ UK Case Study

Section C: The Challenge of Resource Management
□ UK Resources
□ Water 

Exam Paper 3: Geographical Applications 
(30%)

Section A: Issue Evaluation
□ Pre-release Booklet

Section B: Fieldwork
□ Physical Fieldwork
□ Human Fieldwork 

AQA GCSE Geography Checklist – Knowledge Organiser Booklet
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EARTHQUAKES (TECTONIC HAZARD CASE STUDY)



WEATHER HAZARDS



CLIMATE CHANGE
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ECOSYSTEMS 



TROPICAL RAINFORESTS  



HOT DESERTS 
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COASTAL LANDSCAPES  



RIVER LANDSCAPES  
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REDUCING THE DEVELOPMENT GAP

Tunisia -> a newly emerging economy (NEE) -> located in the north of Africa

370,00 jobs have been created in the tourism sector -> boosting incomes and increasing the movement 
of money within the economy.
Dev. of coastal resorts has benefited a range of local businesses -> taxis, restaurants, shops and the 
construction industry.
Gov. can invest more money into education and health care ->improved literacy rate and life 
expectancy.

Tunisia?

USING TOURISM TO REDUCE THE DEVELOPMENT GAP IN TUNISIA





ECONOMIC CHANGE – UK CASE STUDY
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BOX 1: Keywords

Surplus More than what is needed

Deficit Less than what is needed

Consumption The usage of a resource

Security Access to the correct quantity of clean water 

Insecurity Where people don’t have access to the correct quantity of clean water

Abstraction To take something away or remove it 

Infrastructure Basic systems that allow a country or place to work e.g., roads, cables, rail lines, airports, pipes to transport clean 
water etc. 

Desalination Removal of salt and other impurities from undrinkable salt water

Groundwater Water stored beneath the Earths surface 

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT - WATER 

BOX 2: Global patterns of water surplus and deficit 

Surplus Areas with a water surplus include North America, Europe and Asia. These areas have a water surplus for a range of 
reasons including low population densities and high levels of rainfall.

Deficit Areas with a water deficit include Northern Africa and the Middle East where there may be low levels of rainfall, high 
agricultural demands and/or high population densities.

BOX 3: Reasons for increasing water consumption

Economic 
development

Demand for water in HICs is higher than NEEs and LICs because:
• Demand for food increases -> more water to farm 
• Manufacturing goods -> requires water for production
• More leisure activities that require water e.g., golf for lawn maintenance

Rising 
population 

World pop. rising especially in LICs & NEEs. More people = more water needed to keep people healthy & increased 
demand for agriculture.

BOX 4: Factors affecting water availability 

Climate Areas of high rainfall tend to have a water surplus

Geology The type of rock under the ground can influence the availability of water e.g., aquifer (store of water 
underground) exists because the rock types allows water to collect in one place.

Pollution Pollution e.g., sewage reduces availability of clean water

Over-abstraction Removing more water than can be replaced e.g., from an aquifer 

Infrastructure LICs & NEEs may lack methods to transport clean water to where it is needed e.g., pipes 

Poverty Cost of fresh water can price many people out of access, so they rely on polluted sources

BOX 5: Impacts of water insecurity

Waterborne 
disease & 
water pollution

River Ganges, India -> People use it for farming, washing & drinking -> the river contains raw human sewage, 
industrial waste, pesticides, fertilisers & ashes from cremated bodies -> can lead to cholera & dysentery

Food 
production

Agriculture uses 70% of the world’s water supply -> droughts can lead to a lack of production of crops and a global 
food crisis -> hunger, starvation & malnutrition 

Industrial 
output

Development of manufacturing in NEEs = increased demand for water supplies. E.g., 33% of China’s waster supply is 
for manufacturing (making products).

Conflict Future conflicts are likely to be over water. Water sources, such as aquifers and rivers, cross many political and 
national borders. What one country does with a water source could affect another.

BOX 6: Strategies to increase water supply -> example of a large-scale water transfer scheme

Case study The South-North Water Transfer Project, China. Introduced to transfer a surplus of water in the south to 
the north where there is economic growth and high pop. density.

Advantages • Reducing water insecurity in the north and supporting economic development
• Food security improving as more water is available for irrigation
• Health benefits from improved water quality

Disadvantages • Hundreds of thousands of people displaced from the construction of dams and reservoirs
• Ecological damage to the natural environment
• The region is prone to earthquakes which could cause extensive damage to the scheme

BOX 7: How to make water sustainable 

Water conservation Using water more sparingly -> reducing leaks in pipe infrastructure -> reducing 
water usage by installing water usage meters in homes.

Groundwater management Government need to monitor aquifer levels and ensure we are not taking more 
water than what can be replenished.

Recycling Where water can be treated and re used e.g., sink water is funneled to a cooling 
tower for industry. 

Grey water Waste domestic water is taken form another source e.g., capture rainfall to flush 
toilets rather than using fresh water. 

Exam paper 2 – (Challenges in the Human Environment) Section C (The Challenge of Resource Management) Topic (Water) 

BOX 8: Example of a local scheme in a LIC to increase water supply  

Case study Warka Water towers -> Ethiopia -> NE of Africa. A tower that collects rain and 
harvests dew and fog. 

Advantages Can provide 100 liters of drinking water a day to rural communities or areas with a 
lack of infrastructure. Can be built with simple tools operated by villagers.

Disadvantages There needs to be adequate moisture in the air to produce water. If there are high 
levels of pollution in the air, then the water could be contaminated.
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BOX 1: Our enquiry  

Location Hornsea -> seaside town -> East Riding of Yorkshire 

Human enquiry question Are recreation and tourism important for Hornsea’s economy?

Hypotheses (prediction) Hornsea’s economy relies on recreation and tourism

HUMAN GEOGRAPHICAL ENQUIRY  

BOX 2: Factors that need to be considered when selecting suitable questions/hypotheses

Accessibility Easy to get to and sites clear to take measurements 

Cost Costs are low to get to & perform measurements at the site = all can participate

Time Enquiry can be completed in full when factoring in transport to and from Hornsea

Safety The low-risk site as safe, flat path available if the tide comes in.

BOX 3: The geographical theory/concept underpinning the enquiry.

Theory/ concept For several decades, the UK has been experiencing de-industrialisation. This has led to a rise in service 
(tertiary) industries, including tourism. Our enquiry wants to assess the extent to which the economy of 
Hornsea relies on tourism-which is likely as it is a coastal town.

BOX 6: Selecting appropriate ways of processing and presenting fieldwork data

Annotated map The annotated map combines the location with the photos and notes that we took while showing an overview of 
where these are in Hornsea. It means that with one glance we could see the evidence for and against our 
hypothesis, helping us to analyse our data.

BOX 7: Describing, analysing and explaining fieldwork data

What our results show Our results show that leisure and recreation are important to Hornsea, and that the economy relies on it as 
there are many areas for leisure and recreation. However, the tourist areas are in decline whereas the local 
recreation and economy sector is thriving more.

Explanation of results Leisure and recreation are important to Hornsea as this is a seaside resort that relies increasingly on the 
service sector in post industrial Britain. Unfortunately, the tourist areas are in decline due to falling number 
of tourists as package holidays have become more popular than seaside holidays. The local economy is 
based on elderly people (mobility shops, cafes etc.) as the area is a popular retirement resort.

BOX:8 Reaching conclusions

Conclusion in 
relation to the 
hypotheses.

My results showed that Hornsea has a lot of leisure and tourism facilities.  Many of these are run down, but they are 
still relatively popular. Overall, this shows that the economy of Hornsea does indeed rely on the tertiary service sector 
as it relies on leisure and tourism.  This is clearly shown by the large range of leisure facilities in the area (games 
arcades, food shops, gift shops etc.) and the lack of other types of industry e.g., manufacturing.

BOX 9: Evaluation of geographical enquiry

Advantages of data 
collection technique

Visual-photos allow the person viewing to see the condition of the tourist attraction in addition to what it is/ 
Allowing us to include our fieldwork notes in the  presentation enabled us to include key information e.g., 
that mainly elderly people were using the facilities/ evaluation using presentation allowed us to identify that 
our sample area was small compared to Hornsea size

Disadvantages of data 
collection technique

Sample size -> Small samples mean that the data is not representative of the whole town -> This may lead us 
to conclude that the economy of the area is dependent on leisure and tourism when it isn’t -> to improve we 
should take more samples.
Type of data presentation -> we used qualitative data with descriptions and photos.  This is subjective and 
means that results are biased -> this leads to biased conclusions that reflect only our opinion -> to improve 
we could have tried a questionnaire or a quantitative data collection technique to reduce bias.
Time of visit -> We went to Hornsea on a weekday when many people were probably at work.  This means 
buildings may have appeared closed or unused as they were not open for tourists -> this may lead to a 
conclusion that the tourist industry and the economic benefits of it are declining which may not be true -> to 
improve we could visit other days as well- weekends, Bank Holidays, Summer Holidays.

Exam paper 3 – (Geographical Applications) Section B Topic (Fieldwork) 

BOX 4: Potential risks and how these could be reduced

Risk How it can be reduced

Traffic accident Walk in a single file on the designated path. Cross at appropriate crossings.

Abduction Stay in small group with a member of staff.

Adverse weather Check the weather in advance and dress appropriately/ pack appropriately. 

Box 5: Selecting, measuring, and recording data appropriate to the chosen enquiry

Primary data • Photographs of each location 
• Notes on the condition of each site

Secondary data • Prepared a map from google maps to navigate the area and identify locations of the 
sites before we set off

Justification of data collection method • The map was essential from google maps to navigate the site and identify the 
facilities we were going to survey.

• The photographs provided evidence and a ‘snapshot’ of the condition of the facilities 
and removed bias from the opinion of its state, while the notes served as a backup to 
the photograph but also allowed us to add more information than what could be 
seen in the photograph. 

Sampling technique • We used random sampling -> allows for an unbiased opinion of the state of the 
facilities at Hornsea as a whole.



BOX 1: Our enquiry  

Location Hornsea -> seaside town -> East Riding of Yorkshire 

Human enquiry question Are the groynes in Hornsea effective at stopping longshore drift?

Hypotheses (prediction) The groynes in Hornsea are effective at stopping longshore drift

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHICAL ENQUIRY  

BOX 2: Factors that need to be considered when selecting suitable questions/hypotheses

Accessibility Easy to get to and sites clear to take measurements 

Cost Costs are low to get to & perform measurements at the site = all can participate

Time Enquiry can be completed in full when factoring in transport to and from Hornsea

Safety The low-risk site as safe, flat path available if the tide comes in.

BOX 3: The geographical theory/concept underpinning the enquiry.

Theory/ concept Longshore drift is the movement of material along the beach due to the direction of the prevailing wind. Groynes
are a hard engineering strategy designed to stop longshore drift by allowing the material to pile up on one side of 
the groyne. This keeps the beach from washing away. 

BOX 6: Selecting appropriate ways of processing and presenting fieldwork data

Located bar 
charts

• We drew located bar charts to show the drop in sediment between the north and south-facing sides of each 
groyne. 

• We drew the beach as a transect on a piece of paper to scale and marked on the location of each groyne
• We drew 8 bar charts. On the X axis was the ‘Amount of drop measured in cm’ and on the Y axis was the ‘Drop 

facing side’
• Each bar chart was located to the relevant groyne.

BOX 7: Describing, analysing and explaining fieldwork data

What our results show Our bar charts clearly showed the pattern that the sand was higher on the north side of the groyne.
We could see that the sand was higher at each north side of the groyne (in  8 out of 8 groynes) because the 
north side had a smaller drop. 

Explanation of results The reasons why there was a smaller drop on the north sides of the groynes is because longshore drift  
along the stretch of coastline goes from north to south. This was further confirmed by a field sketch beyond 
the groyne which showed that there was little beach material and therefore a lot of erosion of the clay 
cliffs. This shows that the groynes are effective in stopping longshore drift here as there was more beach 
material in the area with the groynes.  Groyne 8 had the largest difference because it was the longest 
groyne.

BOX:8 Reaching conclusions

Conclusion in 
relation to the 
hypotheses.

The groynes are effective at stopping longshore drift.
• The prevailing wind is blowing from the northeast.
• The swash is pushing material along the beach with backwash bringing it back down
• As it reaches a groyne the sediment builds up. This is always on the north facing side of the groyne
• This was true of all groynes measured 

BOX 9: Evaluation of geographical enquiry

Advantages of data 
collection technique

• Using bar charts meant we could clearly see on which side of the groyne the sand was higher
• The bar charts allowed us to: summarise a large data set in visual form, clarify trends better than tables, 

and estimate key values at a glance
• Locating it on a bar chart allowed me to look for patterns along groyne e.g., larger difference further 

south
• Locating the bar charts allowed us to identify site 5 as an outlier
• Field sketch - > lots of detail can be recorded in this way e.g., more erosion after sea defences and less 

beach material

Disadvantages of data 
collection technique

If certain groynes were a little higher than others, naturally this would add to a bigger drop when completing 
the measurements. This would impact the accuracy of our results as when measuring the drop in height from 
the top of the groyne to the top of the sand -> this would not have had a huge impact on our conclusion as we 
were looking at the effectiveness of each groyne in controlling longshore drift -> to improve the results we 
could have measured the height of each groyne.

By the time we reached Hornsea Beach the weather had changed, and it was drizzly. This meant that it was 
difficult to draw an accurate field sketch as our booklets were getting wet -> this problem would have had an 
impact on the accuracy of my results as the field sketches, we drew were affected by the wind/ rain -> to 
improve the results we could have taken a photo and recorded notes instead of doing both on site

Exam paper 3 – (Geographical Applications) Section B Topic (Fieldwork) 

BOX 4: Potential risks and how these could be reduced

Risk How it can be reduced

Traffic accident Walk in a single file on the designated path. Cross at appropriate crossings.

Abduction Stay in small group with a member of staff.

Adverse weather Check the weather in advance and dress appropriately/ pack appropriately. 

Box 5: Selecting, measuring, and recording data appropriate to the chosen enquiry

Primary data • Measurements of sediment heights on the sides of the groynes
• Conducted field sketches to assess landscape without groynes

Secondary data • Environment agency - Erosion at Hornsea is increasing
• Used an OS map to work out the study area and identify the groynes on the beach

Justification of data collection method • By measuring the sediment drop on each side of the groyne we will be able see if 
there is a difference between the north and south-facing sides of the groynes.

• If there is a smaller drop (more sediment) on the north side compared to the south, 
then longshore drift is moving from north to south

• This method is easy to do - it will allow us to collect a lot of data in the limited 
amount of time

• No expensive equipment is required
• Field sketches allowed us to assess immediately the action on the landscape without 

the coastal defences.

Sampling technique • Used systematic sampling (fixed intervals e.g., every second groyne) – removes bias.


